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THE GRIMM & CO. EXPERIENCE

When you enter the magical albeit chaotic
world of Graham’s mind, your creativity is
unleashed. Myths and legends come to life. The
impossible becomes possible. The dull becomes
bright. This half term, Room 1-06 was
transformed into the stuff dreams are made of.
Potions mixed, minds blown, mouths open wide
with wonder and delight.
Recently Oakwood has been host to Grimm and
Co, a magical apothecary. These magical beings
make potions of all sorts and have come to
Oakwood. Grimm and Co is an establishment
that was founded by the Great Graham Grimm.
First a portal opened up connecting the mortal
realm or as we know it Earth to the magical
world. Since then Grimm and Co have been
producing a variety of special mixtures,
concoctions for both mortals and immortals.

This event has happened because Graham
Grimm was mixing up some elixirs to put in his
apothecary when something went wrong, there
was an explosion and he lost his memory.
Grizelda (Graham Grimm’s sister) had a plan
for if this happened. She made the crates of
conscience commodity which would initially
help him gain back his memory if ever he lost it.
But his colleagues (the grimologists and market
traders) could not figure out how to fix his
memory. They have been on the mission for
words ever since, which is why they have came
to Oakwood for help. So far us students have
been helping piece together all of Graham
Grimm’s lost memories. We have been
deciphering the clues in the mind of graham crates of conscience commodity.
Continued on Page 3...

EDITORIAL
‘Tis the season!
In this edition, the theme is Christmas! It’s
time to get into the festive cheer and bask
in all the tinsel-filled, turkey stuffed and
Mariah Carey goodness of the season. Of
course, this time of year for many is a time
to rejoice, celebrate and connect with loved
ones. However, this is not a reality for
some.
Here at Oakwood, we know the importance
of gift-giving this holiday better than most.
For the less fortunate, something as simple
as a box of tinned goods is enough to make
their Christmas slightly brighter; therefore,
we implore you to contribute to making
others happy this winter. Whether that be
through donations to food banks or
supporting our chosen charity Shiloh in
tutor time, your efforts can have a
monumental impact.
Many lucky Year 7’s have had the
opportunity to experience the magical,
mystical and paranormal in room 1-06.
Oakwood has had a visit from Grimm and
Co and they have enlisted the help of
pupils to crack their puzzle, helping
Graham Grimm retrieve his lost memories.
At this time of year, there is nothing better
than to embrace the fantasy. Inside you will
find a crates galore, potion paradise and
two immortals, all shrouded in mystery.
With all that being said, it’s time to enjoy
this edition of the newspaper. It’s a real
Christmas cracker! From all of us at Inside
Oakwood, we wish you a Merry Christmas
Ho, ho, ho…
By Inayah Khan

Christmas Decks The Halls At
Oakwood!

THE GRIMM & CO. EXPERIENCE CONT.
Staff from Grimm and Co are here to help us find
words that will help piece together the memory of
Graham Grimm. We asked the workers about the
much awaited question - What do you think about
Oakwood? One of the workers said this: ‘the children were quite energetic, creative, a bit chatty
and giggly, there were a lot of loud voices.’ Overall, I guess we can say we made a good impression on them. We also asked the workers what
they liked about their work and they told us this:
‘the best thing about working at Grimm and co is
all the interesting people you meet, like lots of
hags, sphinxes and the occasional goblin.’
The students’ thoughts: we questioned three
students on their experience - Noah, Jack and
Reuben.
What were some of the tasks that you completed in Grimm’s conscience crates of commodity?
Noah: One of the tasks was to make a personalised talisman because it is supposed to represent
and symbolise you as a person. We had to find a
mini animal that we wanted we also needed to
find a fabric the colour of which we liked and also
a pipe cleaner to represent something about yourself or that you were interested in. You needed to
think about your feelings when you moved up
from primary school to Oakwood high school and
think about it in an abstract way - feelings including excitement, nervousness, ambivalent and then
having to describe it with something you may associate with those feelings and describe how they
would smell, hear and look.

What things did you find in Graham Grimm’s
mind?
Noah: There was a box of boggle claws, bottles
big and small with potions, bags of grains, cheese,
jars, carpet, cloths and a rope.There were a lot of
keys leading to different parts of Graham’s mind
and lots of cupboards with a variety of contents
even a cupboard that was covered in world maps.
What was the best part about your experience?
Jack: Going in for the first time; it was pretty impressive! The whole room was transformed completely.
Reuben: The activities that we did whilst in the
space were fun such as the metaphor poem we
wrote. I loved deciding what objects, animals and
sounds I would be!
Jack: Yes! I was the sound of a drum beat.
What do you think of the items you found in
the room?
Both: STRANGE!
Reuben: Some of the items didn’t make sense at
first but after we understood Graham’s backstory
it suddenly all clicked into place!
Have you ever visited Grimm and co. in Rotherham?
Reuben: Yes! Have you ever been down the slide?
Jack: No but I’ve been to the shop. It’s pretty cool
and you can discover what mythical creature you
are- I was a phoenix!
Reuben: There’s secret rooms hidden in the shop
and the whole place is quirky.

CHRISTMAS PRESENTS FOR ALL!
Here at Oakwood, we hold a strong emphasis on donating as we are fortunate enough
to be here, well and alive today. As a result
of this, we will be carrying on our 4 year
long tradition, that being Miss Murdoch’s tutor preparing to give, give and give this
Christmas. Oakwood will once again be
teaming up with Shiloh, a charity based in
Rotherham, originally put forward by Mrs
Wooten (to whom we send our massive
congratulations on the birth of her son, Milo!)
It’s simple. Each tutor must create at least
one box full of goodies (food, toothbrush,
blankets, etc) for the homeless and decorate it to look like a present. Then we pro-

vide Shiloh with the presents and they are
able to hand them out to the less fortunate
who are spending Christmas on the streets
this year.
Founded in 1992, Shiloh’s main goal is to
help people off the streets but it is more
than a place for food and basic needs; its
amazing staff work alongside those who are
in need and ensure them a future to look
forward too. Advice and support is in every
corner you turn and they uplift the guests,
giving the confidence they need to rebuild
their life. “Definitely go to Shiloh. The other
services we tried didn’t make it happen, but
Shiloh did.” – said by Matt, one of the many
they’ve already helped.

AN INTERVIEW THAT HITS ALL THE
RIGHT NOTES
Two of our reporters conducted a rather festive-themed interview
with Music teacher, Mrs Hudson. Here’s what she had to say about
working at Oakwood and those all important Christmas favourites...
How long have you been a teacher here
at Oakwood?
18 years.
Where was your last job?
Wickersley.
What’s your favourite Christmas Song?
I’m not a big fan of Christmas songs
because of constantly hearing them, but I
do love Christmas and my favourite
Christmas song would have to be, Mariah
Carey’s All I want for Christmas Is You.
Do you believe in Santa?
I AM SANTA!!
What are your feelings towards
Christmas Crackers?
Love them.
If you could only play one instrument
forever, what would it be?
Saxophone but always wanted to do the
trombone.
What’s the best part about your job?
Working with such fabulous children...
What’s the worst part about your job?
Paperwork! Mountains and mountains of
paperwork...

CHRISTMAS CRACKERS! A
SELECTION OF OUR FAVOURITE
FESTIVE JOKES!

What’s Santa’s favourite gardening tool?
The ho-ho-hose!

CREATIVE CORNER - POEMS,
The Chaotic Christmas
Jack was up and awake. It was Christmas day.
There was always Christmas dinner to look forward to. His mouth watered just imagining the
taste of lovely roast turkey, roasted potatoes, the
gravy and mash that isn’t lumpy. He couldn’t wait
to decorate the Christmas tree which was a custom that happened every year as they would always leave it late and they would forget to do it
until Christmas Eve came round. But for now he
could hear his mum singing Christmas carols so
he headed downstairs. Breakfast was like everyday in the household but the real Christmas spirit
shone through when it came to decorating the
tree.

All the lights that had been put up were broken.
Cracked baubles littered the ground. The tinsel
was everywhere. The presents that were under
the tree were gone. They had stuffed them in the
cellar and swapped the games and presents so
that if the presents were found, they got some
awesome presents whilst Jack and Imogen
would just get socks. Then they went to the kitchen. They stole all the good treats. They took
sandwiches, crisps, fizzy drinks, cookies and
sweets and put them upstairs in the bedroom
where they would be sleeping. Then they turned
the oven way up so the turkey would end up
burnt. They put 10 whole spoonful's of salt in the
gravy. They made it so that the roast potatoes
‘Hey dad, are you ready for Christmas?’ Jack would be soggy. They even made the mash
lumpy.
asked as he entered the kitchen
‘Yeah, help me with breakfast, then we’ll decorate that tree,’ replied his dad absent-mindedly.
Jack was wondering where the cousins had got
‘Hey dad, what am I getting for Christmas?’ Imo- up to so he went inside. Derek and Darren
gen asked her Dad.
rushed towards the door wearing their coats,
‘Not telling you, you’ll have to wait and see. Now gloves and scarves.
go eat your breakfast’, Dad answered
‘Hey Jack,’ Darren said faking innocence. ‘We
found our scarves. We couldn’t find them before
Later that day, the family crowded into the living so we’ve been searching all over the place,’
room with a box of decorations. Jack and Imogen ‘Come on you two let’s go outside,’ Jack said.
were grabbing baubles from the box and decorat- The boys were acting totally different from how
ing the beautiful tree in the centre of the living they were acting a moment ago. All three boys
room.. They put the baubles all over the tree and went outside and had a massive snowball fight.
the tinsel was put up everywhere. Once they
had finished, their cousins - Derek and Darren Okay guys, let’s have dinner,’ Mum called from
who were twins - had arrived as they had come inside.
to stay the night. Another tradition Jack’s family Dad was the first inside he loved Christmas dincherished was going outside and playing in the ner so he was definitely not going to miss it.
snow. Once they were all wearing their coats, the ‘First everyone wash your hands and sit down,’
cousins included, they headed outside in the gar- Mum instructed.
den. Dad was videoing mum and Imogen and
Jack making a snowman.
Once everyone was sat down Mum went to
Whilst all this was happening, the cousins headed inside where they first entered the living room.
The boys stared up at the giant tree that stood
before them
‘Can you guess what I’m thinking, Derek?,’ Darren asked his twin.
‘I bet I can, Darren,’ answered Derek.
Both boys turned to face each other and a mischievous grin was spread on their faces.
10 minutes later the living room was an absolute
tip. The Christmas tree was lying on the ground.

get the delicious dishes that were now ruined.
She then let out a scream once she got to the
kitchen. She shouted for everyone to get in
the kitchen and then she demanded an explanation but none of the family members answered her. They were too afraid of her to utter a syllable. She waited one more minute
than started to make sandwiches and told
everyone to go back inside. They followed
her orders and started to sulk.

SHORT STORIES AND MORE!
at the boys angrily. Jack then walked up to the
boys and for their reason to do this. Their reason
was because they always got rubbish stuff on
Christmas and always got tiny portions when it
comes to Christmas dinner, they were never allowed to help decorate the Christmas tree. They
then apologised to everyone.

‘We have to figure out who is spoiling Christmas,’
Jack replied to his little sister.
‘You’re right Jack,’ Derek said whilst pretending
to think about other suspects.
Darren also seemed to be deep in thought about
who could have committed the crime but actually
all of it was just an act. Both boys just didn’t want
to be under suspicion and end up getting caught. Imogen then said, ‘You guys should have said
something. Christmas is a time for love not for
After some sandwiches, they went into the living hate.’
room to watch a Christmas movie. Every year it ‘Yeah, and with your help we can turn this Christwas the same film - The Grinch - and they never mas from bad to good’, Jack told the cousins.
got tired of watching it. Once they entered the liv- ‘I never let Christmas get ruined so I always have
ing room, they all let out a gasp. The presents a backup plan or in this case a backup meal
were gone. The tree had fallen over and the ready, So I’ll warm it up, you guys can clean up
place was a mess. When Mum had seen this, the living room and sort out the tree whilst your
she sent everyone to bed 2 hours early. Jack, dad can wrap the presents again,’ Mum smiled at
Imogen, Mum and Dad all went to bed feeling up- everyone.
set and miserable. Imogen started to cry halfway Both Darren and Derek were astounded at the
to her bedroom and being the older brother he is, kindness they were shown and could only utter,
‘Thank you’.
Jack comforted her.
Once everyone was asleep, the cousins went to
the cellar and started to eat the snacks they hid
in their bedroom earlier that day. They both
opened the presents they had switched and
started to talk about the plan they had completed. What both boys didn’t realise was that they
were making a lot of noise and Jack, Imogen,
Dad and Mum had woken up, followed the noise
and were now peeping through the side of the
cellar door. They listened to what the cousins
were saying. The cousins had said a full confession to everyone without even realising it. Then
as the cousins yakked on, the whole family
opened the door as wide as possible and looked

The whole family then had a night-time Christmas. They ate a lovely and delicious Christmas
dinner, had some cake and opened up their newly wrapped presents together next to a tall tree
that was decorated beautifully and in a nice clean
living room. They then watched a movie and ate
popcorn. After that they told Christmas stories
and sang carols before having a nice cup of cocoa, a slice of cake and settled down to bed
again. On the way up the stairs, Jack yawned
and said, 'This was one chaotic Christmas for
sure but it was by far the best Christmas I’ve ever had’.

GENDER INEQUALITY—WHAT IT
MEANS TODAY
It’s 2019, yet we are still experiencing gender inequality at an alarming scale. In a world where
women with full time jobs only earn 77% of what
their male counterpart earn, the unemployment
rate is 33% for women and 7% for men, less than
30% of the world’s researchers are women, men
are four times more likely to commit suicide than
women and every year an estimated 15 million
girls are married with little to no say, how can we
possibly proclaim that we have reached equality?
Whilst of course living in the 21st century in Britain
we have made radical progress, there is still always room for improvement.
In an ongoing battle, women have been protesting
in Mexico because of the disastrous femicide that
has spiralling out of control. Femicide, when a
woman is killed simply because of her gender, kills
12 women every day. Within Latin America 14 of
the 25 countries hold the highest rates of femicide
in the world. In retaliation to the 98% of gender related kills that go unprosecuted, demonstrations
were held on the day of the dead due to these unjust and brutal acts of violence. Pink crosses and
high heels were left to symbolise the women lost to
the staggering increase in femicide. 63 million
killed simply because they were women is just one
of the examples of substantial gender inequality in
our world.

leave prison without the permission of a male
guardian.

But it’s not all women, men still experience gender
inequality at an immense rate. Due to the stigma
around men opening up, it can be very difficult for
them to express themselves without feeling
judged. The “banter” across boys can turn influence the young mind into inclosing themselves
from the outside world. This has led to the appalling increase in suicide rates: in Scotland alone suicide rates among young people, aged 15-24, inFinally, in 2017, creased by 53%, the highest since 2007. Although
more women become diagnosed with depression
Saudi Arabia
lifted the driving and attempt suicide, it is still the biggest killer
ban on women, amongst men under the age of 45. This is because
women are more likely to seek help or speak to a
being the only
doctor; whereas, men don’t want to talk out as they
country left to
not allow wom- will be insulted with jokes and seen as not “manly”
enough. Three-quarters of registered deaths in
en to drive.
2018 were among men, which has been the case
Since then,
since the mid-1990s.
many women
were elated to
be on the road If you are seeking help or just want to know more,
getting cheers when driving and thumbs up from
please talk to a member of staff/trusted adult or
men, even one woman saying, “I was so excited I call Childline (0800 1111) as well as many other
couldn’t sleep.” This was done as part of the
websites that can help you.
Crown Prince Mohammad bin Salman’s grand
scheme to modernise Saudi Arabia by 2030. AltWhilst catcalling and mansplaining may seem mihough this was a momentous occasion, and one
nor to the crisis presented, they are still part of the
for the history books, women are still limited as
bigger problem and something we must tackle
they are not free to travel, marry, divorce or even
head one.

FEMINISM: THE OAKWOOD VOICE
In the Oxford Dictionary, feminism
is “the advocacy of women's rights
on the ground of the equality of the
sexes”. Sometimes feminism can
be viewed negatively because
people interpret it as women wanting more rights than men when in
fact it is about equal rights for both
genders, regardless of the confusing feminist name. That’s why celebrities can describe it as “too
strong” or “alienating” as they believe the focus is only on women.
So therefore, in theory everyone
should be a feminist if they believe
in equal rights for all. Here’s what
pupils and teachers had to say:

wanting to overpower men but
that’s not what it is.” Year 11 pupil

What does the word feminism
mean to you?

“Like rights between women and
stuff.” Year 7 pupil

“I’m glad that the world has women’s rights and if we keep on going. Like changing the fact that
men get paid more than women so
then women will have an equal
chance to men” Year 8 pupil
“Equality” Miss Cleveley
“I don’t really know...” Year 7 pupil
“A group of people who want
equality between men and women”
Year 7 pupil

“The word feminism to me means
equality and I think it's often misunderstood, which is why it’s so
“I’m going to be honest with you, I important that we educate ourdon’t know what the word means.” selves and others about the reality
of this issue.” Miss Murdoch
Year 9 pupil
“Fighting for the equality of both
genders.” Year 9 pupil

“I feel like it’s okay to a certain extent but sometimes it can go a bit
overboard because it is about
equality and women could overturn
men” Year 11 pupil

“Feminism means freedom. People should not be restricted by outdated gender stereotypes. Everybody deserves to be treated with
equal respect.” Miss Widdop

“I think it’s about standing for
equality for men and women but
feminism has been twisted to be
something it wasn’t meant to be.
People associate it with women

“Women standing up for the same
rights as their male companion.”
Mr Tibenham
By Inayah Khan

Are you involved in any of these clubs? Let us know the latest news by
emailing our editorial team!

THE BIG DEBATE!
“The Nightmare Before Christmas is more of a Christmas film than a Halloween film.”
Nightmare before Christmas is
More of a Christmas film than a
Halloween Film. I think this because it is about Christmas becoming a new holiday for the people
of this Halloween Town. It features Jack Skellington entering a
new world of Christmas Cheer and
Happy Families. The Title Nightmare before Christmas showcases
the fact that it is about Christmas
and not as much focusing on the

The Nightmare Before
Christmas is full of skeletons, pumpkins, witches and many more Halloween elements yet has
a festive vibe, so why
can’t it be both a Christmas and a Halloween
film? Why can’t you
watch it from September to Christmas?
The film has many Christmas elements,
from Santa and presents to the songs
‘What’s This’ ‘Kidnap the Sandy Claws’
‘Making Christmas’ and ‘Christmas Eve
Montage’ which are all Christmas themed
songs. The plot of ‘The Nightmare Before
Christmas’ is about a skeleton who de-

‘scary’ of things and the Halloween part. This movie celebrates the
fact that there are other holidays in
the year like Christmas and diverts
the fact that Halloween is not that
much of importance since Christmas (which is
what the movie
is about) was
discovered.
By Hamaad Hussain

cides that the whole of Halloween Town
should celebrate Christmas and even kidnaps Santa Claus, this further shows that
it is a Christmas film.
However, it also has a Halloween feel to it
as well. For starters, most of the film is
set in Halloween Town which is definitely
not Christmas themed. Furthermore, the
main character is a skeleton which is a
staple in the Halloween spirt. As well as
this it has Halloween songs including
‘This is Halloween’ which is perhaps the
most famous song in the entire film.
In conclusion, The Nightmare Before
Christmas is both a Christmas and a Halloween film.
By Frankie Maddison-Glover

FESTIVE PUZZLES!
CHRISTMAS WORDSEARCH!



Christmas Crossword!
Across

Down

3. What you might have on the
top of the tree (5)

1. The first Christmas
(8)

7. You get chocolate every day
in this (6, 8)

2. Decorates the tree
(7)

9. Santa’s helpers (5)

4. A reindeer with a
red nose (7)

10. Something you ride on in
snow (6)
11. You might decorate this
with tinsel (4)
12. White blanket on the floor
(4)

6. Comes down the
chimney (5)
8. Where you might
find bad jokes (8)

Solve and return to Miss Murdoch for a positive log!

LOCAL NEWS—CHRISTMAS LIVE IS
A TOTAL WASH-OUT!

Early in November, areas in Sheffield, Rotherham and further afield
were left drowning in devastating
flood waters that resulted in the special ‘Christmas Live’ event at Meadowhall being sadly cancelled. Customers at Meadowhall were left imprisoned within the shopping centre
and were forced to sleep on benches whilst their vehicles were immersed in the flood.
Many were left completely stranded
and fearful for their safety as the
parking lots continued to become
engulfed
by
the
floods.

money back, they can have a VIP
seat for the next Christmas lights
switch on event.
One disgruntled customer said, “I
am outraged because not just that
we missed the light show but we also had to sleep in a sleeping bag
but if you could not buy one you had
to sleep on the floor.”
Meanwhile, one of Meadowhall’s
managers has been reported as
saying, “I do understand why people
would be mad, but we will make
them a deal that they can have VIP
seats in the next light show.”

The flooding in Meadowhall is
blamed for the light show cancela- The effects of the flooding were felt
tion. Some customers are now pro- for days, with local public transport
testing for their money back seeing grinding to a halt.
as though they weren’t actually able
to see the lights being turned on By Jonas Blakemore
and they said instead of getting their

REVIEWS—GAMES,
YUNGBLUD CONCERT REVIEW

must hate their lives. He then appeared back on
stage in a skirt, he was sweating that much it
YUNGBLUD has such a huge following that the was no surprise. Dom even attempted to cool us
first person arrived outside the venue at 2 in the all down by throwing water at us, which all fans
appreciated.
morning, 17 hours before doors opened, and
All the favourite songs were sung, every audispent it all in the freezing cold weather!
At 9pm on 29th November the entire o2 Acade- ence member was so happy with every song, he
my Sheffield erupted into screams, so loud you sang old and new songs and even some of his
could barely hear yourself think, as Dom (stage collaborations like ‘Tongue Tied’ and ‘Original
name YUNGBLUD) stepped onto the stage and Me’.
immediately brought an energy like no other.
The entire time he was on Sitting down on his pink stool, Dom calmed
down long to perform the songs ‘Casual Sabostage every audience
member tried to frantical- tage’ and ‘Waiting on a Weekend’ on an acoustic
ly push their way to the guitar. YUNGBLUD has that much power over
the fans that he got us to chant ‘Yorkshire’. The
front; it was as if their
atmosphere was overwhelming and it was an
lives depended on it.
awesome experience that I’m sure nobody there
will forget.
YUNGBLUD even
stepped into the crowd to
If this show has convinced me of anything it’s
perform the song ‘Kill
Somebody’ with the secu- that I’m getting in the queue more than 7 hours
rity team all linking arms for the next YUNGBLUD show I go to.
to try and keep the frantic
By Frankie Maddison-Glover and Emily
crowd at bay; at this
Stirk
point the security team

GIGS AND MUSIC

By Emily Nichol

Sleeping With Sirens Concert
Review
Sleeping With Sirens are an American rock
band who formed in 2009 and have released
six full length albums, the latest being how
it feels to be lost. The album tackles lead
singer Kellin’s personal trauma head on.

Sleeping With Sirens then went on
to perform what
they said was their
last song and then
left the stage. This
then prompted the
On Tuesday 5th November, the members
entire crowd to
of Sleeping With Sirens stepped out onto the
Leeds Beckett Student Union stage and it was start shouting
a moment we’ll never forget. Kellin Quinn in- ‘James Dean’ (a
stantly entranced every audience member the shortened name for
one of their songs),
second the first high note came out of his
mouth accompanied by Nick Martin and Jack the band then came running back on stage
(saying if you want it that bad). They then endFowler’s guitar majesty.
ed the show by throwing everything they possiIntertwining both old and new songs, SWS
pleased every fan no matter their age and kept bly could at the crowd including guitar picks,
them jumping and screaming for the entire du- setlists and one of the guitarists pretended to
ration of their set. They kept the audience be- throw his guitar at the crowd.
witched by making regular eye contact, speakBy Frankie Maddison-Glover and Emily
ing to the audience and singling some lucky
people out. The atmosphere was indescribable Stirk

HOUSE BROADCAST

Sam Bagley,
Aliya Arif has been workY11, was seing hard in support of the
lected to de- Teenage Cancer Trust, supsign a hockey
porting the LRC’s Christjersey and wit- mas Raffle ticket sales and
nessed his design printed.
selling Candy Canes!

Keppel’s Aaliyah Hanif has
organised a charity food
drive and has been encouraging pupils across
the school to donate to
this great cause!

Sporting achievements abound
in Wentworth with George Harris and Josh Gavin both taking
2nd place in Karate European
Championships! We’ve also had
excellent fundraising effortsfrom Pearl Williams and Lucy
Gill-Kamber this half term!

